Network structures can be found in almost any kind of natural or artificial systems as transport medium for communication between the respective nodes. In this paper we study certain key topological features of brain functional networks obtained from functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) measurements. We compare complex network measures of the extracted topologies with those from Internet service providers (ISPs). Our goal is to identify important features which will be helpful in designing more robust and adaptive future information network architectures. key words: brain functional networks, complex networks, fMRI, network topology
Introduction
Recently, the progress in the field of network science has stimulated the study of a wide variety of network structures found in biological and engineered networks. The seminal work by Albert and Barábasi [1] and its introduction of the concept of scale-free networks has helped pave the way to a greater understanding of universal structures that can be observed in the connectivity of for instance WWW documents, Internet routers, but also gene regulatory networks and brain functional networks [2] . The definition of measures describing fundamental topological structures permits quantifying and comparing networks of different origin. Especially, in light of the current redesign efforts toward a Future Internet, a thorough understanding and utilization of the mechanisms found in biological networks seems promising for developing robust and adaptive new generation networks (NWGN) [3] , [4] .
One biological network that shows remarkable abilities is that of the human brain. However, current neuroimaging techniques are not as advanced yet to measure the interactions among individual neurons. Methods like magnetoencephalography (MEG) or electroencephalography (EEG) can capture time series data at a resolution of milliseconds, but at poor spatial resolutions. On the other hand, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) has a time resolution of seconds, but obtains complete 3-dimensional brain scans at spatial units of voxels (cubes of about 3 mm in side). This spatial resolution of fMRI leads to nodes in brain networks representing neuron groups rather than individual neurons, but it helps in understanding how different regions in the brain are cooperatively activated during cognitive tasks.
In this paper, we extend our previous study [5] of brain functional networks extracted from fMRI data and use complex network measures to compare their topologies with those of Internet service providers (ISPs). Similarly to [6] , [7] we investigate typical measures such as degree distribution, characteristic path length, clustering coefficient, but also modularity to describe the network community structure [8] , [9] . This paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we briefly discuss connectivity in the brain and the processing steps for extracting brain functional networks from fMRI measurements. Then, in Sect. 3 we provide the complex network measures of interest and their evaluation. Furthermore, in Sect. 4 we study properties that can be observed from the eigenvalues of the connectivity matrix. Section 5 summarizes our results and Sect. 6 concludes this paper.
Preparation of Network Data
We extract functional brain networks from our fMRI retinotopy experiment in which visual stimuli activate limited cortical areas on the retina of the subjects and compare the topology with information networks. In this section, we describe the steps for preparing the fMRI data, as well as the reference ISP networks.
Functional Brain Networks
Sporns distinguishes between three types of connectivity in the brain [10] . Anatomical connectivity is the structural connectivity among neurons and remains rather static over short time scales, but may slowly change over longer time. Links are directional with respect to neural spike conduction. Functional connectivity expresses the statistical dependence among spatially distributed neurons based on temporal correlations with undirected links. Finally, effective connectivity describes the relationship among neural systems inferred by causal interaction models and considers directional links. Our focus is on functional connectivity between brain regions obtained from fMRI data.
Copyright c 2012 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers Basically, fMRI measures the change in blood oxygen level in the brain related to neural activity. The fMRI output is thus closely related to the experiment design. In this work, as shown in Fig. 1 , checkerboard annuli of three different diameters stimulated the center, middle, and peripheral regions of the subject's retina, causing neural activation in limited regions of the primary visual cortex (V1). The "Center", "Middle", and "Peripheral" stimuli were each presented for 15 s followed by a rest period without stimulation. This whole process was repeated 6 times over 3 sessions.
The steps for generating brain functional networks are sketched in Fig. 2 . First, we extracted the time series v i (t) for each voxel i from fMRI data using the SPM Toolbox [11] . Since we only consider correlations of time series, we normalized all v i (t) so that v i (t) = 0 and v 2 i (t) = 1. Figure 2(a) exemplarily shows the time series v i (t) at the voxels with maximal response for the "Center", "Middle", and "Peripheral" stimuli, respectively, as well as their corresponding fMRI slices with the position of selected voxels. Then, a correlation matrix was constructed for each pair of v i (t) and v j (t) using Pearson's correlation coefficient
Applying a masking threshold r c we obtained the adjacency matrix A with entries a i j = 1 if r i j > r c with i j, and 0 otherwise. Note that there is no direct relationship between the spatial distance of two voxels in the brain and their indices in A since we focus here only on functional connectivity. Furthermore, we rearranged matrix A that edges are located near the diagonal, which facilitates the identification of community structures, see Fig. 2 (c). As final step we extracted the maximal strongly connected component from the graph to remove isolated nodes. The networks "Brain (C)", "Brain (M)", "Brain (P)", and "Brain (R)" were extracted from the time series data gathered during their respective stimulus epochs or rest epoch, and "Brain (all)" from the entire dataset. The threshold was set as r c = 0.85 and since processing of all voxel data is computationally intensive, we limit ourselves to only voxels sampled at every 5th step in either dimension. 
ISP Topologies
The ISP network topologies were obtained by the Rocketfuel ISP topology mapping tool [12] , which are available online from [13] . We focus in particular on three large ISP network topologies: AT&T, Sprint, and Level 3, and we only consider backbone nodes and gateway routers. An example of the AT&T network topology is depicted in Fig. 3 , where multiple nodes co-located in the same cities were merged to a single node.
Evaluation of Complex Network Measures
Complex networks describe random networks in real worlds based on specific topological features, such as heavy-tailed degree distribution, high clustering coefficient, modularity and community structure, etc. We now briefly review the measures for characterizing a network consisting of the set of nodes N. Let n and be the number of nodes and links, respectively. The matrix A is the n × n dimensional adjacency matrix, i.e., its elements are a i j = 1 if a link exists between nodes i, j ∈ N and 0 otherwise. For the numerical evaluations, we used the Brain Connectivity Toolbox and the definitions of the following metrics of interest from [7] .
Definition of Measures
• Degree k i of node i describes the number of neighbors to which node i is connected.
• Characteristic path length L of the network is the average of shortest paths L i from node i to all other nodes
with shortest distance d i j between nodes i and j.
• Clustering coefficient C of the network expresses how nodes linked to any given node i are also linked among each other
where C i is the clustering coefficient of node i and t i = 1 2 j,h∈N a i j a ih a jh is its number of triangles among neighboring nodes.
We are also interested in the modularity structure of the brain functional network and therefore investigate the following metrics. Let us define the set of disjoint modules (communities) as M and k i (m) as the number of links between node i and all nodes in module m ∈ M.
• Modularity Q of the network describes how well the network is divided into modules of subnetworks
where for m i , m j ∈ M we have δ m i ,m j = 1, if m i = m j and 0 otherwise.
• Participation coefficient y i of a node i expresses its connectivity among each module.
• Within-module degree (z-score) z i of node i is the connectivity within its module
wherek(m i ) and σ k(m i ) are mean and standard deviation of the degree within module m i ∈ M.
Node Degree Distribution
The degree distributions of the extracted brain networks are shown in Fig. 4(a) . Furthermore, we show a power law distribution P(k) = α 1 k −γ 1 (dashed line), and a power law distribution truncated at k c with P(k) = α 2 k γ 2 −1 exp(k/k c ) (solid line), both fitted to the "Brain (all)" data with normalization factors α 1 and α 2 , respectively. The truncated distribution achieves a closer fit with the empirical data, which is in line with other studies [14] , [15] . Furthermore, it is shown that there is not much difference among the individual stimuli. From Fig. 4(b) , where the AT&T degree distribution was fitted, we can see that the shape of the truncated power law distribution is also closer to the empirical data. In summary, brain networks and ISPs show similar properties in terms of degree distribution.
Clustering Coefficient
In order to show certain features of a graph, rewiring is often applied as null model [16] . With probability α, links are randomly rewired in such a way that the degree distribution is preserved. Thus, α = 0 is the original network, while α = 1 yields an entirely randomized network having the same degree statistics. We apply rewiring to observe how the clustering coefficient changes when the network is randomized and take average values from 100 repetitions. Figure 5 shows that the ISP networks have comparatively low clustering coefficients and they remain rather unaffected by the increased rewiring probability with only a slight decreasing tendency. On the other hand, the brain network has initially the highest value, which steadily drops with α. This indicates that some structural property of the brain network is lost by rewiring and the natural clusters are removed.
Modularity
As shown in Sect. 3.3, the brain network seems to have some implicit cluster structure that is lost by rewiring. In order to further investigate this, we also show how the rewiring probability α influences the modularity Q, see Fig. 6 . Similarly to Fig. 5 we can recognize a downward trend for Q with increasing α. Level3 has the lowest values reducing at a similar rate as Sprint, while AT&T changes its modularity between both of them. The brain network initially starts with the highest modularity, but reduces to less than half for α = 1. This shows that also some naturally evolved intrinsic modularity of the brain network is lost by randomization. 
Hierarchical Modularity
Hierarchical modularity [9] describes the community structure of the network and the hierarchical roles of its nodes. Using participation coefficient (inter-module connectivity) on the horizontal axis and within-module degree (intramodule connectivity) on the vertical axis, and partitioning the plot area as shown in Table 1 and Fig. 7 , we can see that the brain networks all have similar hierarchies with the majority of nodes limited to the categories of ultra-peripheral (R1), peripheral (R2), and non-hub connector (R3) nodes. Most nodes in the ISP networks fall into the same three categories as well, however, there are more nodes above the hub separation line (z-score greater than 2.5) in the categories provincial hubs (R5) and connector hubs (R6). Brain networks as well as ISPs do not have kinless hubs (R7), which have both high connectivity within modules as well as between modules. We can conclude from Figs. 7(a) and 7(b) that both ISP and brain networks have predominantly non-hub nodes with the ISPs having more hub nodes and also a higher tendency of inter-module connections.
Analysis by Eigenvalues
Beside the metrics discussed above, a lot of topological information can be obtained from studying the eigenvalues or eigenvectors of the connectivity matrix, e.g. modularity [17] or centrality [18] . While most studies focus on the adjacency matrix, there is also some work [18] , [19] that discusses eigenvalues of the correlation matrix. Since both matrices are symmetric, the eigenvalues are real values in both cases.
Spectral Radius of Graphs
Let A be an n × n adjacency matrix and let λ i be its i-th eigenvalue, sorted in ascending order, i.e., λ i < λ i+1 , i = 1, . . . , n − 1. The largest eigenvalue of matrix A is defined as its spectral radiusρ = max i {|λ i |}. If A is non-negative and irreducible, i.e., its graph is strongly connected, the PerronFrobenius Theorem states that this largest eigenvalue exists with multiplicity 1 and has a positive eigenvector.
Eigenvalue Spectral Density
The spectral density [20] , [21] over all eigenvalues λ i is defined as
where δ is a smoothed delta function with small . It is known that for entirely random networks this density can be approximated through Wigner's semi-circular law with ρ(λ) given as in Eq. (2).
o t h e r w i s e (2) Figure 8 shows the spectral densities of the investigated networks. As in [20] , [21] we also rescale the plots to λ/ np(1 − p) on the abscissa and ρ np(1 − p) on the ordinate. Here, p = k /n is the average number of neighbors divided by the total number of nodes. The figures labeled as ER, WS, and BA are the corresponding spectra of random graphs following the Erdős-Rényi (ER), Watts-Strogatz (WS), and Barabási-Albert (BA) models, respectively, all generated with the same number of nodes as the brain network. As expected the plot for ER follows the Wigner semicircular law, whereas WS has many peaks, and the BA network has its usual triangular density. The ISP networks all have similar spectra, consisting of a quasi-triangular body and a high peak at 0. The size of the peak varies among the networks, but in general the ISP networks and the brain network are similar in density.
Let us now focus on the "Brain (all)" and AT&T networks and investigate how their spectra change when the nodes are rewired. We can see from the top row of Fig. 9 that when α increases the peak of the brain network becomes more dominant and the slopes on the sides become flatter. On the other hand, the AT&T spectrum in the bottom row of Fig. 9 shows the opposite effect and the spectrum becomes similar to that of the brain network for α = 0. We can interpret this as follows. Assuming that a scale-free structure represents a form of evolutionary outcome, it makes sense that the brain network shows a scale-free structure. When connections are randomized, the network loses its features of evolved optimality. On the contrary, the AT&T network becomes in spectrum closer to a scale-free network or brain network with the peak at 0 diminishing. We can conclude that the topology of the brain network lies somewhere between regular graphs and scale-free networks.
Spectral Density of Laplacian
Instead of using the adjacency matrix A, we can also investigate the spectral densities as defined in Eq. (1) for the Laplacian matrix L(A) = diag(k 1 , . . . , k n ) − A. One useful connectivity property that can be directly obtained from the Laplacian is that the second-smallest eigenvalue is the alge- braic connectivity of the graph. This algebraic connectivity indicates how well the graph is overall connected and it has also been shown to be a measure for robustness [22] . Table 2 shows that the algebraic connectivity in the brain networks is lower than in ISPs, which could be explained by their smaller number of nodes.
Nearest-Neighbor Spacing Distribution (NNSD)
Among the typical measures for studying eigenvalues in random matrix theory (RMT) is the nearest-neighbor spacing distribution (NNSD) P(s). We apply the same methodology for calculating the NNSD of eigenvalues of the adjacency matrix by introducing a transformationλ i =N(λ i ), wherē
is the averaged integrated eigenvalue density. While the common approach is to fit a polynomial curve and numerically unfolding the eigenvalue spectrum, we use a sigmoid function to perform the fitting due to the known logistic shape curve ofN. With the unfolded spectrum we can give the nearest-neighbor spacings as s i =λ i+1 −λ i from which we obtain the probability distribution P(s i ) with average s = 1 due to the unfolding. In general, for a Gaussian orthogonal ensemble (GOE) this distribution can be well approximated by the Wigner formula. In [23] , the authors provide a more general approximation by a Brody distribution that is not only limited to GOE as . Thus, the parameter β characterizes a transition from Poisson (β = 0) to GOE (β = 1). Figure 10 shows the plot of NNSD for AT&T, "Brain (all)", as well as for ER and BA random models. Each network was randomized with α = 0.5 and 100 realizations were generated for obtaining the distribution P(s). The Brody distribution with fitted β parameter is also shown in each plot. While the random networks show very good fit to the Brody distribution with values of β near 1, Figs. 10(a) and 10(b) reveal peaks at 0 for the brain and ISP networks. The results of parameter β are summarized in Table 2 for the brain and ISP networks. By observing the distance distribution among eigenvalues, we can recognize that the values of β for the brain networks lie in general between those of random graphs and ISPs (with the exception of Level3).
Summary of Evaluations
The analysis based on typical complex network measures is summarized in Table 2 . The number of nodes n and number of links lie in similar orders of magnitude for both types of networks, which makes them somewhat comparable. The average node degree k is higher for brain networks, and number of nodes, links, and degree increase from rest to center, medium, peripheral, which may be explained by the increased area size of activation. Clustering coefficient C, characteristic path length L, and modularity Q are similar among all brain networks and also higher than those of ISPs. Among the ISPs, the Level3 network has significantly more links and higher degree, which lead to larger clustering coefficient and shorter path length, while Sprint has the largest modularity among the considered ISPs. Algebraic connectivity is lower for brain networks than for ISPs. Finally, spectral radiusρ and the β parameter for fitting the Brody distribution to the eigenvalue NNSD lie for brain networks roughly between random graphs and ISPs. The Level3 network shows untypical values for an ISP due to its logical mesh topology [12] . When we apply a force-directed layout algorithm weighted by the inverse of voxel distances to the "Brain (all)" network ( Fig. 11) , we can recognize that the topological structure of this network differs greatly from that of the AT&T network in Fig. 3 . The 7 identified modules show high intra-module connectivity and are marked by different node colors. Note that locations of nodes in Fig. 11 do not represent any anatomical locations in the brain, but are simply based on connectivity.
Conclusion
In this paper we showed the process of extracting brain functional networks and compared some of the main complex network measures with the topologies of ISPs. Our results showed that while there are some similarities, there are also large differences in modularity and clustering between both types of networks. Brain networks seem to have an inherent evolved clustering and modularity, which are lost under random rewiring.
When comparing ISPs and brain networks, one should keep in mind that both networks serve quite different purposes. While communication networks only provide the infrastructure for transporting data, brain networks also play a large role in processing and have the ability to selfreconfigure by learning. The goal of this study is to identify key topological features of brain functional networks involved in neural processing. Our future work includes investigating networks of higher level cognitive tasks, as well as finding alternative ways of constructing networks from fMRI time series. We believe that understanding the structures of brain networks is very important for designing robust and "intelligent" future ICT architectures.
